
Minutes SFFC Board Meeting Aug 10, 2020     
          

Meeting commenced at 7pm via Zoom  

On-line: Ian Bush, Kerry Delaney, Jag Phagura, Matt Carr, Jeff Fieldhouse, Chad Hoskins, 
Chris Baxter 
Regrets:  
Absent: Jedi Gordon, Miko Ross 
Guests: Keith Bandy 
1. MOTION: to approve agenda: Approved without changes  
2. MOTION to approve minutes of July 2020 meeting.  Passed    
3. President’s Report:  
LISA is working on a contract with Pacific FC regarding Tier 2 soccer (currently VIPL) and the 
Wave program, which is not yet finalized but the spirit of the current discussion is that players 
will return to their home club in the event Pacific FC fails. 
We have permits to run programs on the field until Labour Day and then we will reapply with 
our annual user permits.  Brett has begun camps as of today which are running at capacity.  
The first iteration is mostly boys but he reports that the second offering will have more girls. 
4. Treasurer’s Report: 

The notice reader for the AGM is in preparation. 
Committee Reports: 
5. Operations and Equipment  
 Ben Huta of Astroturf Repairs will come over to look at the Tyndall field to see what 
repairs need to be done and will groom the fields.  Saanich engineering contacted Calloway 
Plumbing to see if we could camera the pipe to see where the problem is with the drainage, 
perhaps an intersecting drain that is collapsing or otherwise compromised but their camera 
couldn't reach.  Victoria Drains has been recruited to see if their equipment can inspect to a 
deeper level. 
6. Technical Committee: 
 The fees for next year should reflect the fact that there will be no competition with 
training only until December or beyond.  Club expenses will be reduced since there will be no 
referee of AR payments.  Uniforms ordered for this year will be retained for next year. Major 
financial outlay for the upcoming year will be our Technical services contract and 
field/clubhouse maintenance. 
Motion:  Fees to be set at $175 for Youth players for next season.  Passed 
 

7. Other Business  
 None 
8. MOTION to adjourn:   

Passed 


